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DFT+U equation of state for iron oxide
Electron emission from laser produced nanoplasma
Improvement of the EoS of Hydrogen and its isotopes based on reflectivity measurements.
Study of microfield statistical properties by using multi-component plasma Molecular Dynamics simulation.
Wave packet molecular dynamics study of the plasma phase transition in warm dense hydrogen
Account for bound states in atomistic plasma model using split-WPMD method
Crystallization of a quantum plasma at finite temperature
Ultrafast dynamics of complex atoms induced by coherent laser
Structural Properties of strongly coupled ions in quantum plasmas
Electron Localization properties across the liquid-liquid phase transition in dense hydrogen.
Equation of state of styrene at high pressures and temperatures
Thermodynamic properties of tantalum under non-equilibrim heating from first-principles calculations
Dynamic structure factor using electron force field in lithium
Action of ultrashort laser pulse on tantalum: physical model of tantalum, simulations, and experiments
For the application of vacuum-arc units in nanoengineering
The calculations of thermophysical properties of Pb plasma
Structural and thermodynamic properties of dense non-isothermal plasma
Influence of shell effects on relative compressibility in strong shock waves
Equation of state for zinc at high energy densities
DFT-WPMD method for nonideal plasma and WDM simulations.
Path Integral Monte Carlo and Density Functional Molecular Dynamics Simulations of Warm Dense Plastic, Oxygen, Sodium, and Aluminum
Equation of state studies of High Energy Density Matter using intense ion beams at the FAIR facility at Darmstadt
Thermodynamic properties of C-N-O-H mixture in the region of non-ideal plasma
Absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy of a nanoDP
Simulation of a magnetron discharge using CFD
Band Occupation and Optical Response of Gold far from Equilibrium
Electrical conductivity of the dense nonideal plasma on the basis of the effective potential
First Born approximation in plasma transport properties description
Transport Properties of Asymmetric Mixtures
Influence of a charge-gradient force on dust acoustic waves.
Coulomb crystals with polarized electron background
Electron-ion relaxation in Al nanoparticles: non-adiabatic wave packet molecular dynamics
Surface modification of MF-R particles in a stratified glow discharge in neon
Nonlinear vertical oscillations of a single dust particle in a stratified glow discharge
The vibrational properties of the dust trap created in standing striation
Transport coefficients of Dense Helium Plasmas
The effect of pulsed RF discharge on complex plasma parameters
Nanoparticle formation from thin film sputtering: A complex dust cloud structure
Thermodynamic approach to dust particles charge in plasmas
Effect of non-thermal and trapped ions on dust acoustic waves
Observation of the dynamics of the dust structure formed in a dust trap in a double electric layer in a magnetic field up to 10000G
Dust plasma in the stratified discharge in moderate magnetic field
The charging of dust particles in ionospheric plasma with non-Maxwellian electrons
Brownian-like motion of a single dust grain in a radio-frequency plasma discharge - comparison of experiments and simulation
The influence of dust particle geometry on its charge and plasma potential.
Isothermal compressibility of strongly coupled dust component with varying grain charge
The electric field of an electron in a electron-hole plasma with degenerate electrons. Formation of a superconductivity state

